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The ANNUAL CELEBRATION of the THIRD SEDER
AND THE BEGINNING OF THE
Campaign for the Jewish Workers in Palestine
FIVE years ago, Silent Automatic was an unknown newcomer among oil burners, facing the competition of several strongly established companies. Today "Silent" stands first among the 47 leading oil burner manufacturers—an achievement almost without parallel, and one which clearly indicates the outstanding merit of the Silent Automatic.

Undoubtedly, most Silent Automatic owners purchased their burners primarily to get rid of furnace worries—shoveling coal, carrying ashes, etc. But they soon discover many more advantages—uniform heat, greater cleanliness, a livable basement with space for a playroom or den.

"Silent" heating is no more expensive (and frequently costs less) than coal. The cost of installation is low, and you may purchase on an extremely favorable payment plan.

You can have a Silent Automatic installed in your home in a few hours. Come in or telephone; it takes but a few minutes to show you the "Silent" and tell you more about it.
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Preparing the Ground for New Comers

Palestine is gradually becoming a centre for Jewish immigration from the Eastern European countries, where many Jewish communities have been economically and socially ruined, and where thousands of our brethren look toward Palestine as their only hope.

New Chalutzim are pouring into Palestine daily. Over 4,000 came in during the last five months and found immediate employment. Thousands more are expected in the very near future and the Histadruth, the Palestine Labor Federation, is preparing ground for the ever larger numbers of new-comers, making possible their establishment on a sound productive basis.

There are 76 industrial co-operative undertakings in Palestine, 48 agricultural co-operatives, 24 branches of co-operative stores, dairies and cafeterias. A workers' health fund to render medical aid to the Pioneers and their families, a cultural department of the Histadruth which takes care of 68 kindergartens and 12 elementary schools and also provides education for 4,085 adults. It has a daily newspaper (Davar) with its English and Arabic supplements, a workers' theatre (Ohel) and a library with 106 branches. It has a workmen's loan society for the purpose of making loans to co-operative groups enabling them to undertake public and private work thereby giving employment to hundreds and thousands of people.

Our Response

Realizing our responsibility towards the building of Palestine, the Gewerkshafte Palestine Labor Campaign was established six years ago, with the purpose of facilitating the constructive work of the Histadruth, to maintain and extend its model institutions and labor homes to provide the worker with tools and machinery and thus enable them to continue their historic task.

What Jewish Labor Means to the Up-Building of Palestine

Have you ever stopped to think what makes a reality out of that magnificent dream—the building of a National Homeland?

Palestine is literally built up by the Histadruth, the General Federation of Jewish Labor in Palestine. Those who till the soil, construct roads, erect houses, till in quarries and labor in the various productive industries are all members of the Histadruth.

The Histadruth represents 40,000 courageous and dauntless chalutzim who transform Palestine into a fruitful home for its inhabitants and for the entire Jewish people.

The Conference of the Hanoar Hatzioni, the Junior Comrades of the Histadruth.
Greetings

Message of William Green

President, American Federation of Labor

Washington, December 1st, 1929.

In common with many other groups of people who entertain a reverential regard for the history, traditions and achievements of the Hebrew Race, the membership of the American Federation of Labor protested against the atrocities perpetrated upon the Jewish people in many places in Palestine. The Government of Great Britain must punish those guilty and must accord full protection to the Jewish people residing in Palestine in the exercise of all their civil, religious and political rights.

We hold that all the rights guaranteed the Jewish people in Palestine under the Mandatory authority conferred upon Great Britain and as expressed in the historic Balfour note, must be respected and preserved at any and all cost. The highest and best interests of humanity and civilization demand that this be done.

Be assured that the American Federation of Labor will render all assistance possible in helping the Jewish people to realize their hopes and to carry on the great work in which they are engaged in Palestine.

Fraternally yours,

WILLIAM GREEN

THE LABOR PARTY.

Transport House (South-Blocks),
Smith Square, London, S. W. 1;

November 12, 1929

Mr. A. I. Shpliaoff,
National Labor Committee for the Organized Jewish Workers in Palestine
32 Union Square,
New York,

Dear Comrade:

I regret very much that we shall be unable to be represented at the Fifth Annual Convention for Jewish Labor in Palestine, to be held in New York on November 29-December 1st.

The British people and Jewish Labor in Palestine are joined together in one of the greatest experiments in history—the establishment of a Jewish National Home in Palestine. It is an experiment which brings no material profit to the pioneers in Palestine or to the British people, and which demands and receives many peculiar sacrifices from sympathizers with Zionism throughout the world. There are times when our idealism brings us sorrow and anxiety. Nevertheless we will pursue this joint adventure of Jewish idealism and the British Government with courage and resolution.

With warmest fraternal greetings,

Yours sincerely,

J. S. MIDDLETON,
Acting Secretary

Z’man Heruthenu

Passover, soon to be observed throughout the entire Jewish world, the titanitc resistance and opposition of the Yeveski to its observance by our brethren in Soviet Russia notwithstanding, is known as the “Season of Freedom,” although the Bible denominates it as the feast of unleavened bread as well as the feast of spring.

To assuage the misapprehension of the reader, we shall, in our remarks, which must necessarily be brief, confine ourselves to the “freedom” aspect solely, and leave the other features to those who care to peruse the subject for themselves, and consult the Shulhan Aruk, where ample opportunity for research is abundantly provided.

Freedom, in its common acceptation, is defined as “exemption or liberation from slavery, imprisonment, or restraint, or from the power or control of others.” Bearing the foregoing definition and its implications in mind, it is really immaterial how we regard the liberation of Israel from Egyptian slavery: whether we adhere most firmly and unwaveringly to the traditional view and account of the event as found in the Bible, or whether we prefer to accept the most advanced theories of modern textual criticism, since the underlying fundamental idea of freedom remains lofty, beautiful, as well as most amazing, considering the times and conditions under which the event was supposed to have happened.

As far as we know, no other literature of antiquity, besides the Bible, contains any account, wherein a struggle for freedom and a protest against slavery and oppression is registered in such unequivocal terms as stated in the second book of the Pentateuch. For the first time in history, before the Romans, who have coined the term “emancipation,” ever appeared on the historic arena, the Bible had published a decree, wherein an injunction against the enslavement of one set or group of people by another was clearly embodied. There is no doubt that the

INTERNATIONAL FEDERATION OF TRADE UNIONS
31, Tasselschadestraat, Amsterdam

Amsterdam, November 13, 1929

National Labor Committee,
32 Union Square,
New York, N. Y.

Dear Comrades:

We are in receipt of your invitation to attend the Fifth Annual Convention for Jewish Labor in Palestine, to be held at the end of this month in New York.

You will understand, I am sure, that the mere fact of the affiliation with us of the Jewish National Trade Union Centre in Palestine, the General Federation of Jewish Labor in Erez Israel, is sufficient guarantee of the deep interest which we cannot fail to take in the course of events in Palestine. The shortness of the interval before your convention, and the great distance will however make it impossible for us to accept your invitation to it. We must therefore confine ourselves to thanking you for it, and wishing every success to your discussions.

Fraternally yours,

(Signature) JOH. SASSENBACH,
General Secretary.
credit for originating the idea, that "all men are created
equal," and that no one individual or a collective group
of individuals is justified in assuming and exercising con-
trol over any other group, primarily belongs to Israel,
irrespective of the fact as to how we have been compen-
sated for promulgating the idea of liberty.

If one were to meditate carefully and critically
analyze the question as to why, of all the nations on
earth, Israel is always the one that resists the dayenu
(see that the term "nations" applied to Israel, will
not sound offensive to the adherents of the so-called
"religious community theory") should have been the first
and practically the only one, both in the ancient world
and throughout the ages, to take a leading part in and be
the greatest contributor to the cause of liberty and freedom.
He could not escape the conclusion that the basis involved
is indissolubly connected with Israel's intrinsic
characteristic, namely, a maintainer of justice and right­
eousness. "With righteousness thou shalt judge thy neigh­
bor," is a cardinal principle of the Bible. It is thus un­
thinkable for one, endowed with a high sense of justice,
to tolerate oppression or slavery. The revolt against
oppression is very strong in evidence throughout the entire
biblical period, and the prophets, Israel's unique product,
have been the greatest champions of liberty. If Passover,
the season of our freedom, were to teach us only this
single lesson of liberty, we could very well and ought to
agree most heartily with the author of the Haggadah, and
say: "dayenu."

The slavery discussed above and the one dealt with
in the Bible is one which may be described as physical.
Unspeakably horrible and undesirable as physical slavery
is, it is extremely mild in comparison with the other kind
of slavery, known as mental or intellectual slavery. There
are some historians who jealously justify the institution
of slavery because it has given rise to and stimulated the
development of so-called "civilization." It may also be
said that the slaves themselves, having, through genera­tions
and centuries of usage, become a part of the institution,
were not altogether discontented with their lot. So,
for instance, after the Civil War and the legal abolition of
slavery in this country, very many of the colored slaves
regretted the change in their status, and preferred to
remain mere chattels as before, when they were at least
sure of their daily bread and a roof, humble as it was in many
instances, over their head. Even the Bible records the
fact that Israel longed for the Egyptian "meat pot." We
must not also be oblivious of the fact that physical slavery
prevailed among the lower strata of the people, whose
mentality was at a low ebb, and the revolt against and the
dissatisfaction with it, actually came from within.

The discussion of freedom implied in the lesson
taught by Passover, would certainly be inadequate if it
were limited to physical slavery alone. While lack of space
precludes the possibility of a detailed analysis of mental
or intellectual slavery, yet it would be unjust to leave that
phase out entirely. In the words of that profound thinker,
Dr. Schmarya Levin, we must at least touch the "roshe
prokim. The victims of mental slavery, who, by their
very nature, feel the pains and suffering inflicted upon
them very keenly, are to be commiserated and protected
even more than the human beings subjected to physical
slavery. Moreover, we must be cognizant of the fact that
it is absolutely impossible for one endowed with a mind to
control his flowing thoughts and change them by adapta­tion
to the whims or convenience of a creature possessed of
a superior physical or material force. When the Bible
declared that "ye shall proclaim freedom throughout the land
to all its inhabitants," the connotation carried with it ab­solute freedom, in all its ramifications.

For Zionists it may not be uninteresting to state the

---

Book Review

By Harry S. Beck

"Singerman" by Myron Brinig

The author gives in this book a vivid description of a
Jewish family, of two generations, living in a small town
in the West. Without giving his own personal interpreta­tion
of his characters, as to whether their mode of living
is right or otherwise, he merely pictures their everyday
life, their tribulations, their desires and achievements,
typical of a remote place like "Silvertown."

The principal character of this novel is the father of
the family. Moses emigrates to America from a small but
picturesque town in Roumania, of mild climate and quiet
walks upon, are alien to him. Deep in his soul is that feel­ing
of how he can provide for his family in this
strange land, he devotes everything that is in him to the
one thought in mind—to succeed in business—with but
outlet for his energy. His store on Main Street is the,
dreams. As the years roll by, the family grows larger and­
with it come tribulations of various categories and his
lofty dreams keep on being postponed. He becomes more
absorbed in his business, because it is the only

---

May we not hope for a speedy restoration of complete
freedom in Eretz Yisrael, where the Jewish genius and
innate sense of justice and righteousness will have a wide
opportunity for development, so that, as of old, "the law
went forth from Zion," the world will again attentively
hearken to the voice of Israel, and put an end to misery
and oppression. May the lesson taught by Passover not
remain unheeded, and may the observers of "the season
of peace on earth and good-will towards men" sincerely
endeavor to harmonize action and preaching, so that the
consciousness of the world be aroused to the end that the
serpent of tyranny, in whatever shape it manifests itself,
shall disappear from the earth.

Joshua Beck
satisfy him. It appears to him as a sort of imitation—unreal and not to his spiritual tastes. Rebecca's life is even in some degrees worse than that of Moses. She is closeted for days, weeks, and years in the four walls of their home, caring for her good-sized family. At an early age, she becomes a wreck, both physically and spiritually. We see before us a picture of two human beings transplanted in a strange soil. What becomes of them? The picture is a very sad one. It is a crying-out-to-God tragedy that has befallen those whose misfortune, for one reason or another, it has been to emigrate to a strange land. For although economically, they are much better off than they would have been in Roumania, their social and spiritual lives are empty chaos.

The children that they have reared are exactly what one would expect to see of this particular type of parents, and the environment of that locality. The children's education consists of that of the public schools. They absorb fully all those faults that might be expected from that adulterated teachings in a town where the taxpayers are foreigners, and the officials and teachers of native stock.

The Singermann's children are of the passive kind. None of them has any desires to accomplish great things, although as might be expected in a family of eight, each one is somewhat different. The ups and downs in their lives can be attributed solely to the miserable environment in which they live, for the American atmosphere molds the younger generation, whether it is Jewish or Gentile. They lack the moral courage that their parents possess, and misunderstanding them because they have no knowledge of the English language, they pay no heed to their moral teachings. Their parents appear to them funny and their advice worthless. They inherit the faults of their parents but none of their virtues. We see a tragic picture of the misdeeds of their children. Their only daughter's first marriage is not according to the laws of Moses. One of their sons marries a Gentile woman of disreputable fame, one of their daughters-in-law, a Jewess, becomes a believer in Christian Science, and another of their sons becomes a prize-fighter. This can all be easily traced to the environment and to the lack of cultural and social uplifting that is so necessary in the industrialized world of today.

For their children's misdeeds, the parents are not to blame, because they are strangers in these United States of America. Their children are not to blame, because the place in which they live is a dungeon surrounded by wild beasts and poisonous snakes, where the very atmosphere is poisoned.

Little emphasis has been placed on the individual characters of the children for the reason that all of them are of the everyday crowd, and types of that caliber can be seen among the millions in every nook and corner of our country.

As to the literary value of this book, it is far from being a masterpiece. Although it is true to life, it cannot be called realistic. Realism is painting—true-to-life is photography. This book is like an album of photographs. Some are good, some are of inferior value and still others are of the type that may be found in True Story Magazine. Judging this novel as a whole, it appears that that author, while he has given an extremely vivid picture of the life of the average Jew in a small American town, has accomplished little towards climbing the ladder of literary fame.

Far in the north of Palestine is situated Tel-Chai, the kvutzah, where Joseph Trumpeldor and his comrades were killed in the defense of the Jewish colonies in 1920. Tel-Chai was founded by the Palestine Workers' Fund during the turbulent war period in 1916.

The kvutzah had 20 settlers, its land was all tilled, its poultry and dairy grew in numbers and the kvutzah could look forward to absorb larger numbers of incoming Chalutzim. But the end of the war threw that section of Palestine into a turmoil and early in 1920 events followed which culminated in the heroic defense of the kvutzah by the workers.

Defending the Jewish positions in Upper Galilee did not mean holding fortresses against an invading enemy;
there were no such fortresses. Defense of the colonies meant holding the plow with one hand and a weapon in the other. Rain-drops of water or bullets—often prevented them from going on with work. Thus it kept on for four months—months of need due to the lack of people and means.

In the morning of the fatal day they were in the neighboring kivutz Kfar Giladi; their leader, Trumpeldor, was with them. They were discussing the situation when all at once they heard shots from the direction of Tel-Chai which were mistaken as coming from a nearby Arab village. After a few minutes the firing was repeated. Nine men and Trumpeldor with them, they started out, chain formation, for Tel-Chai. Awaiting there they found it surrounded on all sides by Bedouins, some riding around and firing into the air. They entered the house and found everyone ready for the struggle and at their assigned posts. The fighting began.

Kamil Effendi, a Bedouin Chief, with another officer entered the house. They went up to the attic. Suddenly Dvorah Drachler appeared crying to Trumpeldor that he took away her weapons, thereupon Trumpeldor commanded to fire into the air to frighten away the intruders and ran to close the gates against those who continued to pour in from the outside. On his way he was wounded and commanded his followers to fire at the aim. He was immediately wounded again, and giving a few more commands fell hit by a bullet, for the third time. The first act of Trumpeldor was to make his comrade Schneirson commander; he then asked them to tie up his wounds. Quietly he watched as his wounds were being bandaged with a towel.

"These are my last moments, tell everyone to stand at his post to the last minute for the honor of our people. Not so lightly will the Jewish worker leave his land. We have to stand to the last minute at our posts and protect every inch of the land that was tilled with the sweat and blood of the Jewish worker."

The comrades who stood at their posts in the barns and guarded the exit had used up almost all their bullets. Everyone kept his last bullet for himself. The firing continued with increased intensity. Seeing that in this way they will not accomplish anything the Arabs put fire to bundles of straws and threw them on the roofs. Then one of the comrades climbed up to the roof and from there threw two grenades on the crowds outside the gate. This silenced them effectively and most of them fled.

They took advantage of this opportunity; reached the attic and this is what they beheld; barricaded with tables and chairs there lay dead four of their comrades. Munter, Sarah Zisick, Dvorah Drachler and Sharf. From beneath one cover they heard a groan; that was Kanevsky who was wounded in the explosion of a bomb. His wounds were bandaged and he was taken down.

Night was approaching. Trumpeldor commanded that three of them must, under all circumstances reach Kfar Giladi and bring a doctor and men. Three men armed themselves and started out. Near Kfar Giladi they met fifteen comrades, among them the doctor, who were on their way to Tel-Chai.

Upon reaching Tel-Chai, Trumpeldor and Kanevsky covered with blankets, were put on stretchers to be removed to Kfar Giladi. On the way Trumpeldor complained of a headache; they put a wet dressing on his head. To the question how he felt Trumpeldor answered: "It is good to die for my people." A few minutes later his whole body shook as in a convulsion, he turned his head downward—and breathed his last.

At two o’clock in the morning two graves were dug in Kfar Giladi. One for the chaverim and one for the chavereth.

Having dealt in previous issues of this journal with some of the foibles in which Jewish life in America unfortunately abounds, notably the rabbis, I will now endeavor to consider for a while snobbery, perhaps the most grotesque vice rampant in American Jewry today.

Sweeping a statement as it may sound, it is nevertheless true that no other single sentence characterizes so aptly the social life of the great majority of American Jews as the definition of the word "snobbery" in Webster’s Dictionary — the conduct of vulgar, ostentatious persons who have an excessive regard for wealth and social standing and who vulgarly affect the manners or station of those of superior rank, especially by a display of wealth.

If you think that this is too scathing an indictment of American Jewry, just look around for yourself and see the gross materialism of our life; go to a couple of our public meetings and listen, if you can stand it long enough, to the puerile palaver of all the rabbis in town and all the real estate dealers and lachrymose matrons who have pretensions to leadership; go to our temples and see how the religious ceremonial has been turned into a set of maudlin, grand-operatic antics wherein the synagogue, one-time haven of the devout and God-intoxicated, is trying to compete with up-to-date theatrical entertainment for the favor of the immature, in intellect or in age; go to our schools, our Y. M. H. A.’s and other so-called educational institutions whose avowed purpose is the perpetuation of Judaism they propagate but how much opportunity they offer, instead, to ignorance and sham to ride forth in splendor as the benefactors of Israel; in a word, just sit and contemplate with up-to-date theatrical entertainment for the favor of the immature, in intellect or in age; go to our schools, our Y. M. H. A.’s and other so-called educational institutions whose avowed purpose is the perpetuation of Judaism and observe how little of either real education or genuine learning, who speak so much of the ultimate values of life and are such slaves of the ephemeral and the tawdry, who constantly pay lip service to the gospel

in Kfar Giladi. One for the chaverim and one for the chavereth.

Today both kvutzoth, Kfar Giladi and Tel-Chai, are united under one management and over one hundred people inhabit them and are on the path of sound economic development.

During my stay in Palestine I visited Tel-Chai and Kfar Giladi. I was taken to the graves of our heroes by Sarah Drachler (sister of Dvorah Drachler, defender of Tel-Chai) who related to me the occurrences of those historical days.

SYLVIA BOYMEN
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of righteousness and humility and yet keep on catering to those who are rich but are neither righteous nor humble.

There are, of course, exceptions. Here and there a rabbi manages to forget his job and once in a while tells his congregation what the world at large, the truth, but exceptions only prove the rule. Do you remember the gase of Orwell, may of horror, which went through the whole of Providence, Jew and Gentile alike, not so long ago, when a prominent rabbi had the courage to tell in public something of the truth about a rich member of his congregation? The phenomenon—a rabbi telling the truth in a case where doing so might have cost him his job—was considered so unusual that even a New York newspaper was moved to comment upon it.

As for our lay leaders, the men who head our charities (I emphasize the word "charities" because practically every American—Jewish activity, including our so-called political work, be it Zionist or otherwise, is in essence nothing but charity), is there anywhere else a group of men and women so replete in false pride and mediocrity? Their charity is usually just a means of social display and their leadership nothing but a craving for publicity. Wallowing in vapid oratory, in platitudinous ideas, in that entire superstructure of cant and cowardice which a good deal of our civilization is, they fear the white flame of critical intelligence, they abhor originality in thought or action, they despise the prophet and the dreamer whose aim in life something more worthwhile and lasting than mere success. The few shining exceptions of unselfishness that we can boast of are unfortunately lost in the pandemonium of self-aggrandizement.

And following them, following them with reverence and sweet trepidation, are the thousands upon thousands of Jews who have advanced far enough in the world to have social ambitions and whose constant and supreme thought is to climb up another rung of the social ladder. Ignorant, vain, trivial, basking in the vegetative contentment of their puny ambitions, they are snobs with a vengeance, the ideal prototypes of Thackeray's mean admirers of mean things. Religion with them is a style; education a form of social insurance. Your worth they measure by the location of the stores you live on, the temple you attend, the make of the car you drive, the clothes you wear, the places you can afford to go to, and similar standards. Their intellectual food consists of rabbinical insipidities, the movies, the newspapers, the radio. They do not even fear critical intelligence because they can't recognize it when they see it and don't know what it is. Indeed, they are beyond all hope.

You may say, of course, that this is nothing new, that people have always been like that. But you're wrong. There was a time, and not so long ago either, when learning and righteousness was the supreme standard and ideal of Jewish life and wealth bowed before intelligence. It is only here in America that it has become true among us that "if you have no money, you might as well die," as Michael Gold has his mother say in his unforgettable book, "Jews Without Money." (It's an even bet, by the way, that most of the rabbis and our literary discussion clubs who become enthusiastic so easily and without reason about the trash-concerning Jews turned out by professional hacks and sob-sisters will entirely overlook this unusally fine book which portrays Jews without trimmings and gives an honest picture of New York's East Side.) You may also repeat the traditional American banality that no one has a right to criticize unless he has something constructive to offer instead and you may ask—what have you to suggest? I am sorry, but I have nothing practical to suggest, nothing which is likely to win favor with our snobs. I would urge among other things more intelligence and less oratory, more humility and less ostentation, more respect for the individual and care for his development and less overemphasis on organization and "bigger and better" temples and institutions. For what's the use of all our institutions, be they ever so large and resplendent, if the men and women inside of them are so colorless and mediocre? Not until we learn to feel deeper and to think more clearly, can we ever begin to hope to approach that luminousness and rare felicity of spirit which I had been privileged to see last summer in the Emek and in Galilee.

The Fundamental Principles of Poale Zionism

The Jewish Socialist Labor Party, Poale Zion, is an international political party of Jewish workingmen organized for the purpose of liberating the Jewish masses. The Poale Zion consider the Jewish people as one nation dispersed in various countries and leading everywhere an abnormal economical and national life. Economically the Jewish masses are more exploited than most non-Jewish workers. The lack of an agrarian class, compulsory migration, social ostracism, and other factors, limit the number of occupations in which Jews are engaged and subject the Jewish masses to a greater inequality of economic opportunity and to more horrible forms of poverty than most non-Jews are compelled to endure. The fundamental cause of Jewish poverty, like that of all poverty, is however the capitalistic system; and the Poale Zion accept only one radical economic solution for this undurable state of affairs—Socialism. The Poale Zion therefore urge Jewish workmen to organize as a distinct group and combine with workmen of every land in order to destroy class government and change the present social order. They propose to fight with workmen of other nationalities for the abolishing of private ownership of the means of production and for the substitution of social ownership and socialist production. Nationally the Jews are minorities in the world and do not enjoy the right and power to determine their own fate as a nation. In spite of the fact that they lived in various countries for centuries and have helped to build those countries with their blood and brain and muscle, the attitude assumed towards the Jews as a group is unfriendly. In poly-national states, that are not concerned with workmen of every land in order to destroy class government and change the present social order. They propose to fight with workmen of other nationalities for the abolishing of private ownership of the means of production and for the substitution of social ownership and socialist production. Nationally the Jews are minorities in the world and do not enjoy the right and power to determine their own fate as a nation. In spite of the fact that they lived in various countries for centuries and have helped to build those countries with their blood and brain and muscle, the attitude assumed towards the Jews as a group is unfriendly. In poly-national states, that are not concerned with workmen of every land in order to destroy class government and change the present social order. They propose to fight with workmen of other nationalities for the abolishing of private ownership of the means of production and for the substitution of social ownership and socialist production. Nationally the Jews are minorities in the world and do not enjoy the right and power to determine their own fate as a nation. In spite of the fact that they lived in various countries for centuries and have helped to build those countries with their blood and brain and muscle, the attitude assumed towards the Jews as a group is unfriendly. In poly-national states, that are not concerned with workmen of every land in order to destroy class government and change the present social order. They propose to fight with workmen of other nationalities for the abolishing of private ownership of the means of production and for the substitution of social ownership and socialist production. Nationally the Jews are minorities in the world and do not enjoy the right and power to determine their own fate as a nation. In spite of the fact that they lived in various countries for centuries and have helped to build those countries with their blood and brain and muscle, the attitude assumed towards the Jews as a group is unfriendly. In poly-national states, that are not concerned with workmen of every land in order to destroy class government and change the present social order. They propose to fight with workmen of other nationalities for the abolishing of private ownership of the means of production and for the substitution of social ownership and socialist production. Nationally the Jews are minorities in the world and do not enjoy the right and power to determine their own fate as a nation. In spite of the fact that they lived in various countries for centuries and have helped to build those countries with their blood and brain and muscle, the attitude assumed towards the Jews as a group is unfriendly. In poly-national states, that are not concerned with workmen of every land in order to destroy class government and change the present social order. They propose to fight with workmen of other nationalities for the abolishing of private ownership of the means of production and for the substitution of social ownership and socialist production. Nationally the Jews are minorities in the world and do not enjoy the right and power to determine their own fate as a nation. In spite of the fact that they lived in various countries for centuries and have helped to build those countries with their blood and brain and muscle, the attitude assumed towards the Jews as a group is unfriendly. In poly-national states, that are not concerned with workmen of every land in order to destroy class government and change the present social order. They propose to fight with workmen of other nationalities for the abolishing of private ownership of the means of production and for the substitution of social ownership and socialist production. Nationally the Jews are minorities in the world and do not enjoy the right and power to determine their own fate as a nation. In spite of the fact that they lived in various countries for centuries and have helped to build those countries with their blood and brain and muscle, the attitude assumed towards the Jews as a group is unfriendly. In poly-national states, that are not concerned with workmen of every land in order to destroy class government and change the present social order. They propose to fight with workmen of other nationalities for the abolishing of private ownership of the means of production and for the substitution of social ownership and socialist production. Nationally the Jews are minorities in the world and do not enjoy the right and power to determine their own fate as a nation. In spite of the fact that they lived in various countries for centuries and have helped to build those countries with their blood and brain and muscle, the attitude assumed towards the Jews as a group is unfriendly. In poly-national states, that are not concerned with workmen of every land in order to destroy class government and change the present social order. They propose to fight with workmen of other nationalities for the abolishing of private ownership of the means of production and for the substitution of social ownership and socialist production. Nationally the Jews are minorities in the world and do not enjoy the right and power to determine their own fate as a nation. In spite of the fact that they lived in various countries for centuries and have helped to build those countries with their blood and brain and muscle, the attitude assumed towards the Jews as a group is unfriendly. In poly-national states, that are not concerned with workmen of every land in order to destroy class government and change the present social order. They propose to fight with workmen of other nationalities for the abolishing of private ownership of the means of production and for the substitution of social ownership and socialist production. Nationally the Jews are minorities in the world and do not enjoy the right and power to determine their own fate as a nation. In spite of the fact that they lived in various countries for centuries and have helped to build those countries with their blood and brain and muscle, the attitude assumed towards the Jews as a group is unfriendly. In poly-national states, that are not concerned with workmen of every land in order to destroy class government and change the present social order. They propose to fight with workmen of other nationalities for the abolishing of private ownership of the means of production and for the substitution of social ownership and socialist production. Nationally the Jews are minorities in the world and do not enjoy the right and power to determine their own fate as a nation. In spite of the fact that they lived in various countries for centuries and have helped to build those countries with their blood and brain and muscle, the attitude assumed towards the Jews as a group is unfriendly. In poly-national states, that are not concerned with workmen of every land in order to destroy class government and change the present social order. They propose to fight with workmen of other nationalities for the abolishing of private ownership of the means of production and for the substitution of social ownership and socialist production. Nationally the Jews are minorities in the world and do not enjoy the right and power to determine their own fate as a nation. In spite of the fact that they lived in various countries for centuries and have helped to build those countries with their blood and brain and muscle, the attitude assumed towards the Jews as a group is unfriendly. In poly-national states, that are not concerned with workmen of every land in order to destroy class government and change the present social order. They propose to fight with workmen of other nationalities for the abolishing of private ownership of the means of production and for the substitution of social ownership and socialist production. Nationally the Jews are minorities in the world and do not enjoy the right and power to determine their own fate as a nation. In spite of the fact that they lived in various countries for centuries and have helped to build those countries with their blood and brain and muscle, the attitude assumed towards the Jews as a group is unfriendly. In poly-national states, that are not concerned with workmen of every land in order to destroy class government and change the present social order. They propose to fight with workmen of other nationalities for the abolishing of private ownership of the means of production and for the substitution of social ownership and socialist production. Nationally the Jews are minorities in the world and do not enjoy the right and power to determine their own fate as a nation. In spite of the fact that they lived in various countries for centuries and have helped to build those countries with their blood and brain and muscle, the attitude assumed towards the Jews as a group is unfriendly. In poly-national states, that are not concerned with workmen of ev
The aim of Zionism as formulated by the first Zionist Congress is "to create for the Jewish people a publicly recognized legally secured Home in Palestine."

The Poale Zion base their Socialism and Zionism on the actual needs of the Jewish people, and therefore consider it essential that Socialism and Zionism be combined in one movement. The economic and national difficulties of the Jewish nation may perhaps be thought of separately in abstract theoretical discussions. In actual life they are interdependent. Jewish economic conditions are determined by Jewish national abnormality; and the solving of the Jewish national problem depends on definite economic factors. There is therefore no question as to priority in the forms of activity that lead to Zionism and Socialism. Both activities are merged into one. To ignore the national woes of the Jewish people while trying to solve their economic difficulties is a ghastly mockery. To attempt to create a Jewish state in Palestine while ignoring the present economic needs of the Jewish masses is a grim joke. The Poale Zion are not Socialists and Zionists; they are Socialist-Zionists.

The Women Pioneers and Their Work

The Pioneers are a women's organization participating in the upbuilding of the Jewish Homeland by co-operating with the organized women workers of Palestine.

The principal duty is to provide the "Moazoth Hapoaloth" (Women Pioneer Organizations in Palestine) with financial means.

At the present time there are fifty-two clubs in the United States and Canada.

The Women Pioneer Club of Providence is doing her duty toward their Chaveroth in Palestine by fulfilling all the obligations imposed on her.

This year's quota is fifteen hundred dollars. There is no doubt that the deep interest of our members and their sincerity in the work will enable us to meet our obligations so as to enable them to continue with their idealistic work this year as in the past.

MRS. KRAMER PHILLIPS, President

FACTORY DIRECT TO YOU

Cameo Cloak Manufacturing Co.

Takes Pleasure in Thanking Our Many Patrons for Past Favors—The Same Time Getting Acquainted With Those Others That Have Not As Yet Had the Opportunity to Visit Us. We Are Now Ready With a Full Line of

1930 SAMPLES

DRESS COATS — SPORT COATS — SUITS AND ENSEMBLES

OF THE VERY LATEST CLOTHS AND FURS

We Specialize in Extra Sizes

IF YOU DON'T SEE WHAT YOU WANT IN OUR STOCK WE WILL GLADLY MAKE IT TO ORDER FOR YOU

CAMEO CLOAK MANUFACTURING CO.

340 WEYBOSET STREET, Junction of Broad and Empire Streets

PROVIDENCE, R. I.
PASSOVER GREETINGS

Jos. Engle Tire Co.

PENNSYLVANIA TIRES
24 FOUNTAIN STREET PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Phone GAaspe 0450-0451

ECLIPSE FOOD PRODUCTS CORP.

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Mfrs. and Distributors

Flavoring Extracts, Tasti-Mallow,
Cane and Maple Syrup

A. B. MUNROE
Wishes to Announce That They Will Have
KOSHER MILK FOR PASSOVER

With the Hechsher of
RABBI DAVID H. BACHRACH

A. B. MUNROE
102 SUMMIT STREET
Telephone EAsst Providence 2091
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

A. B. מונה

מאכילים בוקעגנום וcheon פראסנייתגנברך א唷
מאנואר מלך איו

בוש לאסדה

מאכילים בוקעגנום דעם הדאשך פון
מרב ר. חיים דוד פלפרן
PROGRESS ICE CREAM CO.

"Its Flavor Wins Favor"

Manufacturers of
ICE CREAM - SHERBETS - ICES
AND FANCY MOLDS

Listen in to Station WPAW, Pawtucket
Every Thursday, 11 A.M. Every Friday, 7-8 P. M.
To Our Musical Program

140 PLAINFIELD STREET PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Winter Freedom with Oil Heat

Wayne and York
THE PERFECTED OIL BURNERS

Your Home Is Comfortable Day and Night
ENTIRELY AUTOMATIC — SATISFIED USERS

HIRAM G. ROOT COMPANY
378 ELMWOOD AVENUE PROVIDENCE, R. I.
M. SHORE & CO.
FRUIT AND PRODUCE
52 PRODUCE BUILDING

Compliments of
A Friend

Compliments of
Mr. and Mrs. Max Siegal

Compliments of
Mr. and Mrs. Israel Resnick

Compliments of
Stewart Warner Radio Co.

Compliments of
J. H. Harvey

THE LIBERTY DELICATESSEN STORE
1023 Broad Street
STRICTLY רֵשֶם

Compliments of
DR. JOSEPH B. WEBBER

Compliments of
FRANKLIN AUTO SUPPLY CO.

Compliments of
MRS. F. I.

Compliments of
MR. AND MRS. MORRIS SHWARTZ
75 Bellerue Avenue
Providence, R. I.

Compliments of
F. A. CROSBY

Compliments of
JOHN DOORKIN

ROBERT G. KOLT AND ASSOCIATES
FIRE, MARINE AND CASUALTY INSURANCE
FIDELITY AND GUARANTY BONDS
5 EXCHANGE ST., PROVIDENCE
Union Charcoal Company

Dealers in All Sizes
ANTHRACITE COALS

Scranton, Jeddo Lehigh, Reading, Lehigh and Wilkesbarre
Lykens Valley Franklin, Franklin Briquets

New River and Pocahontas Bituminous
Providence Domestic Coke Hardwood Charcoal
Bag Coal and Wood

OFFICE AND PLANT — 204 KINSLEY AVENUE
DExter 4940

Keystone State Oil Company

FURNACE OILS
For Every Make of Burner

Keystone Motor Gasoline
Keystone High Test Kant-Nock Gasoline
Keystone Ethyl Gasoline

Kerosene — 100% Pennsylvania Motor Oils — Greases

R. I. Distributors

Filling Station at Memorial Square
(Formerly Post Office Square)

OFFICE AND PLANT — 204 KINSLEY AVENUE
DExter 0230

H.P. HOOD & SONS
Dairy Experts

Hood's Kosher Milk
For Passover

carries the
HOOD'S MILK SEAL
with the certificate of
RABBI H. D. BACHRACH
of Providence

H. P. HOOD & SONS
Dairy Experts
THE PROVIDENCE PASSOVER JOURNAL

NEW AND LARGER QUARTERS

PLATE AND WINDOW GLASS

For Every Purpose

SUPERIOR GLASS COMPANY
34 CHARLES STREET
SAMUEL TENNENBAUM, Proprietor

Compliments of

M. Winer Company
Chain Creamery Stores

PETROLEUM HEAT AND POWER CO.

32 FRANKLIN STREET
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Telephone GAaspe 9166

RESIDENTIAL AND INDUSTRIAL OIL BURNERS
LIGHT AND HEAVY FUEL OIL

OIL PETRO BURNERS
Compliments of

MR. AND MRS. MORRIS FOWLER

BROAD 9300  BROAD 9301

CITY COAL CO., Inc.

"Good Coal Makes Warm Friends"

A. S. GALKIN, Pres.  JACK LEVITT, Treas.

Office Telephone DExt 5355

CAL'S MOTOR SALES
For Economical Transportation
Sales — CHEVROLET — Service

885 CHARLES STREET  PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Phone DExt 6744  Myron Ostrow, Manager

STATE AUTO SALES
High Grade
NEW AND USED CARS

120 BROADWAY  PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Compliments of

JOSEPH KESSLER
BUTTER AND CHEESE

323 NORTH MAIN STREET
DExt 1482

DOORLEY'S SERVICE

G A S
AUTO ACCESSORIES

BROAD STREET AND
ADELAIDE AVENUE

THE GLOBE OIL COMPANY
L. Brudner, Manager

Gasoline Filling Station Supplies
Tanks of All Sizes
Oil Burners

257 CHALKSTONE AVE.  Tel. DExt 1862

ANDREW L. JACKSON, D.D.S.
Surgeon-Dentist — X-Ray Service

41 Camp Street  Telephone ANgel 5174

Compliments of

Kessler's Filling Station
Orms, Cor. Davis Street
COAL
Federal Coal and Wood Co., Inc.
54 Valley Street
East Providence

Distributors of the Famous
RED ASH COAL

After 5 P.M. — BRoad 8815-R — After 1 P.M. Sat.

M. KRASNOFF
Butter
Cream and Cream Cheese

כשר לפשת
כוסר מַבפַּשׁ

Thrif-T Service is DOUBLE THRIFTY Now
Men's Shirts Are Returned Finished — Ready to Wear
At Only 10c Additional Charge!
You Have Only a Few Pieces of Wearing Apparel and Handkerchiefs to Iron

BLANKETS — LACE CURTAINS
WASHABLE RUGS
Send them in NOW and get an early start
on your spring cleaning.

Phone Us Tomorrow!
Don't let another week go by without becoming
acquainted with the wonderful help we can give you in
our economical THRIF-T SERVICE

AMERICAN HAND
LAUNDRY
PREScriptions

Scientific Knowledge, Precision, Skill.
Guard Every Prescription Entrusted to Us for Compounding
Years of study gave us the knowledge.
Years of practice and experience gave us the skill to compound medicine correctly and precisely as ordered by your physician.

Fricker's Drug Store
Registered Pharmacists

782 Broad Street Providence, R. I.

Let Us Furnish Your Home

Joseph Marcus & Co.
Good Furniture

184-194 North Main Street
YORK & SWORD
AUTOMATIC OIL BURNERS
For Household and Industrial Purposes
No Better Burners Can Be Built At Any Price
Efficient — Economical

A FEW DESIRABLE FEATURES OF THE YORK BURNER

The York burner is listed by the insurance underwriters to burn No. 3 oil. Low priced fuel oil commonly called 28 gravity.
Intermittent electric ignition used exclusively. Current consumption one to three cents per year. We have not used a gas pilot for over five years as we find our electric ignition to be safer and more dependable.

The burner is simple in construction. Dealers say that it is the best engineered job they have seen. Certainly possibilities of service have been cut to a minimum.

It is economical in operation. The method of mixing finely atomized oil and air, our knowledge of brickimg boilers and the flame application promote economy.

Belt drive, smooth running parts, absence of flame roar make the entire operation of York Automatic incredibly quiet.

These features and many others too numerous to mention have made the York burner one of the leading oil burners. A leader of the industry.

WE ALSO SELL
FURNACE AND FUEL OIL, GASOLINE, KEROSENE AND GREASE
Free Service for All Types of Burners to Users of Our Oil

DREW BROTHERS
31 CALDER STREET CRANSTON, R. I.
WEST 1441 — WEST 0321-W
J. J. Tyrrell Co.
OIL BURNING AND COMBUSTION ENGINEERS

195 NORTH MAIN STREET
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Phone DExter 420

Distributors of
SIMPLEX Oil Burning System
and
ELECTROL Automatic Oil Burners

The Last Word
in
Automatic
Oil Heating

For Homes,
Apartment Houses,
Institutions
and
Business Buildings

The Master Furnace Man

A FEW RECENT INSTALLATIONS

PROVIDENCE ELECTRIC CO.
S. Cohen

SHERATON MANOR
Kelman & Kelman

KELMAN & KELMAN APTS.
Byfield Street

KELMAN & KELMAN
East Providence

LOUIS LIPSON
Wilcox Avenue

HARRY SHATKIN
120 Hazard Avenue

ISAAC L. RICE
50 Abbotsford Court

A. KELMAN
Whitmarsh Street

JOSEPH MARCUS CO.
North Main Street

LYON MARCUS CO.
Atwells Avenue

CHAS. H. WAGNER
Elmgrove Avenue

JONAS GOLDENBERG
Morris Avenue

VINCENT SORENTINO
Elmgrove Avenue

MAX WUNSCH
Medway Manor
Hundreds of Happy Owners
WE ARE THE ONLY STATE DISTRIBUTORS OF THE
NU-WAY AND GILL AUTOMATIC OIL BURNERS

COMPLETE STOCK OF PARTS
AND CONTROLS
Day and Night Service by Men Trained
To Be Prompt and Courteous, and
Who Know Their Business
Prompt Service to All Makes of Burners

POTTER & HAYES, Inc.
Specialists and Doctors on Oil Burners

149-151 ADELAIDE AVENUE
PHONE BROAD 9116

DO YOU REALLY KNOW
WHERE YOU STAND?

Has anyone ever shown you a comprehensive
insurance plan fitted to your individual
requirements and circumstances?
Send for letter explaining the advantages of a
unit plan for the protection and management
of both insurance and general estate assets.

Call GASpee 4115

IRVING D. PASTER
Representing
NEW YORK LIFE
1915 NEW INDUSTRIAL TRUST BUILDING

IF YOU DESIRE
A Good Kosher Meal
AND
Friendly Service
GO TO
ZINN'S

RESTAURANT

281 WEYBOSSET STREET
PROVIDENCE, R. I.
Announcing

The Low Summer Price on

PROVIDENCE DOMESTIC COKE

$13.25 per Ton
All Sizes

Take advantage of the Reduced Price and ORDER your COKE NOW to finish out the season.
You may book your order with us now for your next winter's requirement and have it delivered during the year as you want it.

NATIONAL COAL CO.
GASPEE 9011

Washington Coat & Apron Supply Co.
351 DOUGLAS AVENUE
Dexter 4970
Linens for Banquets, Weddings and Parties
J. FELDER, Proprietor

Providence Biltmore Hotel Barber Shop
MEZZANINE FLOOR, BILTMORE HOTEL
12 Barbers — 5 Manicurists
Prices Same as Elsewhere in Providence
All High Class Service Hours: 7 A. M. to 9 P. M.
Adolph E. Brielke, Proprietor
GOODYEAR
TIRES

LOW SPRING PRICES

GASPEE TIRE CO.
241 BROAD STREET, Cor. Spring Street
PROVIDENCE, R. I.
Phone GAspee 0497
Open Evenings

OUR REPUTATION

Has Been Gained
By Reason of Our Rendering the Same
Careful Courteous Consideration

TO THE $100 INVESTOR
AS TO THE $50,000 INVESTOR

Kidder, Peabody & Company
Established 1865
ONE HUNDRED GROSVENOR BUILDING
Our Customer's Interests First

Compliments
of

RAU FASTENER COMPANY
TWO SALESMEN
Executive Type

One of the oldest and most widely known eastern mutual life insurance companies plans to extend its agency operations in the city of Providence, Rhode Island. They want to get in touch with two men. The men they seek have employment at the present time. They do not need a job, and they do not want a position. They are looking for an opportunity. They are probably not younger than 28 or older than 42. They are probably college graduates. They are men of character; they believe in life insurance for themselves; they have honesty of purpose, and they want to get ahead. They need not have had life insurance experience as the Company plans to give them special training at its home office for the jobs they are to fill. The right man will be given every opportunity for advancement. If you believe you are the man to fill either of these places, write us fully, giving us all the data possible about yourself, your experience, education, etc. Replies treated in the strictest of confidence. If your letter leads us to believe that a personal conference will be mutually beneficial, an appointment will be arranged. Address

Phoenix Mutual Life Insurance Co.
707 TURKS HEAD BLDG. PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Compliments
of
Julius G. Robinson
707-710 Turks Head Building
Providence, R. I.

Compliments
of
F. Bischofsheimer & Son, Inc.
Importers and Manufacturers
SILKS - SATINS
30-38 EAST 33rd STREET NEW YORK, N. Y.
PHILIP KORB BAKING COMPANY  
593 NORTH MAIN STREET 

Compliments of  
Capitol Wholesale Grocery Co.  
HOME CIRCLE STORES  
Providence, R. I. 

A. ABRAMS & SON  
MEAT AND POULTRY MARKET  
21 Douglas Avenue 

Compliments of  
MR. ERSKINE 

GREETINGS  
Flowers by Wire  
EASTER FLOWERS 
Make your selection from our choice assortment. 
Hydrangeas, Rose Bushes, Lillies, Genstas, Tulips, 
Hyacinths, Daffodils, Bougainvillæas, and many others. Cut Flowers in a large assortment. 
Corsages, Made-up Basket, Etc. 

GREETINGS  
Flowers by Wire  
EASTER FLOWERS 
Make your selection from our choice assortment. 
Hydrangeas, Rose Bushes, Lillies, Genstas, Tulips, 
Hyacinths, Daffodils, Bougainvillæas, and many others. Cut Flowers in a large assortment. 
Corsages, Made-up Basket, Etc. 

SAMUEL P. HARRIS, Inc.  
Jewelers' Cards - Jewelers' Designs  
Commercial Printing  
Stationery  
183 PUBLIC STREET PROVIDENCE, R. I. 
Phone DExter 7750
BUICK—MARQUETTE
When Better Automobiles Are Built—Buick Will Build Them

PROVIDENCE BUICK COMPANY

23 RESERVOIR AVENUE, PROVIDENCE
911 BROAD STREET, PROVIDENCE
630 BROADWAY, OLNEYVILLE
2399 PAWTUCKET AVENUE, EAST PROVIDENCE

HARRY SHAPIRO J. FIERSTEIN

WHAT CHEER

Tempting - FOODS - Delicious

FRUITS
Fruit Salad
Mammoth Peaches
Sliced Pineapple
Bartlett Pears

FISH
Crab Meat
Tuna Fish
Salmon
Sardines

VEGETABLES
Asparagus
Tiny Beets
Golden Rattles Corn
Tiny Peas

JUST TRY THEM
Announces To His Trade That He Is Ready To Deliver Kosher Milk For Passover

Produced Under Supervision of a Providence Rabbi

H. W. TYAS CO.
STUDEBAKER CARS

Just a Few of Our Brethren Who Are Enjoying These Late Model Studebaker Cars, and Many Hundreds of Others

Benjamin Kane, Louis M. Grant, Samuel Ernstof, Dr. Leo Cohen, Dr. Harold Libby, Dr. Webber, Dr. Winkler, Dr. Perry Bernstein, Isaac Rice, Leo Bojar, Louis Franklin, Mrs. Katherine Brooks, Sam Steiner, Jacob Conn, William Smira, Charles E. Brown, Rueben Lipson, Maurice Lipson, Joseph Miller, Max Sugarman, Joseph E. Koppleman, Morris Sackett, Louis Fain, Samuel Kaplan, Rose Presel, Joseph Schulman, Morris Beeber, Henry Burt, David Gilman, Max Primack, Joseph Fields, Jacob S. Cohen, Charles Brier, Harry Greenspan, Herman Piengold, Louis Port, Phoebe Kaplan, Jacob Licht, James Goldman, Sam. Mencoff, Barney Efros, Harry Winkler, L. Resnick

Just Call Mr. Fred R. Silverman, Gaspee 3121, For a Demonstration

H. W. TYAS CO.
314 WASHINGTON STREET PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Studebaker and Erskine Cars
EUREKA
STEEL HEATING BOILERS
Electrically Welded
For Steam and Hot Water Heating

EMBODY THE LATEST SCIENTIFIC PRINCIPLES OF BOILER CONSTRUCTION AND COMBINE ECONOMY WITH SIMPLICITY AND EFFICIENCY

ONE COMPLETE STEEL UNIT
EASY TO INSTALL AND EASY TO CLEAN

Eureka Triple Pass Boilers are the result of years of careful research and rigid tests. They embrace the following features:

1. Designed for 15 pounds working pressure with a tensile strength of 55,000 pounds.
2. Crown sheets have concave surface.
3. Extra large combustion chamber with a maximum of direct heating surface.
4. A single, unhampered, freely circulating body of water.
5. A scientific arrangement of tubes relative to combustion chamber.
6. Tubes are cleaned from the front and washout plugs are provided for cleaning inside of boiler.
7. Upwards of 25 per cent. more efficiency from the same amount of fuel.
8. Not less than 25 square feet of heating surface to one square foot of grate surface.

Manufactured by
WHOLEY BOILER WORKS
ORIENTAL, WHIPPLE AND OREGON STREETS PROVIDENCE, R. I.
THE PROVIDENCE PASSOVER JOURNAL

DR. BENJAMIN ROUSLIN
Surgeon Dentist
31 Empire Street 427 Caesar Misch Building
GAaspee 7093 Providence, R. I.

Compliments of
STRAND CLOTHING CO.
Ready to Wear
Men's and Young Men's Snappy Clothes
68 Richmond Street, Corner Pine Providence, R. I.

Compliments of
COHEN'S DELICATESSEN AND KOSHER LUNCH ROOM
416 North Main Street  Plantations 9818

PHILIP GLANZMAN & CO.
Wholesalers and Distributors
PAPER - BAGS - TWINE - ETC.
48 CHARLES STREET PROVIDENCE, R. I.
Telephone DExter 6890

“Al Rosen” and his Playboys’ Orchestra
Music for All Occasions

Weddings
Banquets
Bar Mitzvahs
Dances
130 Chester Avenue
76 Dorrance Street PROVIDENCE, R. I.

ShiLOH BOTTLING CO.
Passover Pale Dry Ginger Ale
Through Your Local Grocer
Telephone DExter 0188

LENNOX DRUG CO.
Analytical Chemist and Pharmacist
963 Broad, Cor. Lenox St. Providence, R. I.

Prescriptions — We Deliver
R-E-A-D
THE NEWS-TRIBUNE
AND
THE SUNDAY NEWS-TRIBUNE

ECONOMY LAUNDRIES, Inc.
DExter 8353

Our Leader
Economy Bundle — 10 Lbs. $1.00
Nicely Machine Ironed
Shirts 10c Extra Collars 3c

WET WASH — ROUGH DRY — SEMI-FINISHED
FAMILY-FINISHED
THRIFTY — FLAT WORK — ALL PRESSED
DE LUXE FINISHED — DRY CLEANING

145 GLOBE STREET
PROVIDENCE, R. I.
SMITH HOLDEN
DENTAL SUPPLY CO.

Bridgeport Providence Hartford

David Golden GAspee 2626-2625

BOSTON RADIATOR WORKS
Expert Radiator, Body and Fender Repairing
Axles and Chassis Straightened
185 PINE ST. PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Telephone GAspee 7504 Res. Telephone DExter 6642

SAMUEL SILVERMAN
118 DORRANCE STREET (Opp. Prov. Opera House) PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Samuel Silverman Theatrical Agency
Entertainment or Orchestra Furnished for All Occasions

"The Rhode Islanders" Dance Band
A Broadcasting Orchestra Over Station WJAR

WEDDINGS — BANQUETS — BAR MITZVAHS — DANCES
THE PROVIDENCE PASSOVER JOURNAL

Compliments of

SID'S RESTAURANT
934 Broad Street

CENTURY PRINTING CO.
167 Pine Street
Tel. GAspee 6291
Abner Rosenberg, Prop.

THE SPA
on
86 Gay Street
is now under the management of
J. Berman
Telephone Plantations 9378

PUBLIC FRUIT STORE
For Best Fruits and Vegetables Call ANgell 5360
710 Hope Street
Prompt Delivery
Established 25 Years
Telephone GAspee 2191
J. COSSOCK — Furrier
350 Westminster St., cor. Snow St.
One Flight Up
Providence, R. I.

GORALNIK HAT CO.
Manufacturers of Hats and Caps
38 Richmond St., Providence, R. I.
130 Pleasant St., Fall River, Mass.

Compliments of

GLOBE MATTRESS CO.
15-17 Ormee Avenue

Fred C. Hahn, Mgr.
Tel. GAspee 5079
CAPITOL WELDING CO.
Oxy-Acetylene Welding and Cutting
246 Aborn Street
Providence, R. I.

DR. H. F. KLIBANOFF
Optometric Eye Specialist
303 Caesar Misch Building
Providence, R. I.

North End Meat & Poultry Market
266 Chalkstone Avenue
Mittleman & Friedman, Proprietors

Compliments of

S. Dwares & Sons

A Good Morning Cup

Sold by Most Grocers
If You Are Thinking of Renewing Your Heating Plant or Planning to Build — Consult Us About the Pierce Automatic Fuel Oil Burner

BURNS A LOW-GRADE OIL — A SILENT BURNER—ONLY ONE WORKING UNIT

BUILT IN RHODE ISLAND—SERVICED BY FACTORY TRAINED MEN

PENNSYLVANIA PETROLEUM PRODUCTS CO.

312 BROAD STREET

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Compliments of

DR. B. FEINBERG

Compliments of

DR. LOUIS I. KRAMER

Compliments of

A FRIEND — N. B.

Compliments of

ARTHUR EINSTEIN

-Pianist-

Compliments of

R. I. SHELL FISH CO.
Why complicate your insurance problems?

Rarely nowadays will you find a busy executive or individual poring over insurance policies, received from half a dozen sources. Instead, one picks out an insurance house, the reliability of which is unquestioned, and looks to it for a solution of problems of this kind.

To get in touch with this kind of time-and-worry-saving service, call Gaspee 7771, and you will be connected with an insurance counsellor who has unlimited facilities at his command.

HAROLD HOLT & CO.
INSURANCE

171 Westminster St. Providence, R.I.

AMERICAN UPHOLSTERY COMPANY

Manufacturers of
DISTINCTIVE UPHOLSTERED FURNITURE

136 HOSPITAL STREET

King Arthur Flour

אוסטריקום ווקספסון קארוף מיקוהל
NOW!

Strictly Fresh Native

EGGS

in the

"LAKESIDE" CARTON

Your Guarantee That You Get What You Buy

ASK YOUR GROCER FOR THEM

Selected and Guaranteed by

COOPER & SISSON, Inc.

Under Supervision of

R. I. State Dept. of Agriculture

A. Carter, Prop. Tel. GAspee 9172

C & C FUR SHOP

GARMENTS MADE TO ORDER
Repairing — Remodeling

236 WESTMINSTER ST. PROVIDENCE, R. I.

If Your Feet Trouble You
WEAR

Arch Preserver Shoes
For Men, Women and Children

ARCH PRESERVER SHOE SHOP
186 UNION STREET PROVIDENCE, R. I.

W. C. VIALL
Broadway Dairy

GRADE A MILK AND CREAM

From Our Own Herd
Wholesale and Retail

All the milk we sell is produced from tuberculin tested cows under State and Federal Supervision

Our Kosher Milk for Passover Is Under Supervision of Rabbi David H. Bachrach

We maintain an excellent Summer Service on both East and West Shores

Telephones: EAst Providence 1255-1256

בראיאוריוו דעטע

מאומע בִּפְּעֵמָיו זֶה אַלְמָל פּוֹדָרְיווֹזְעְפֵנָה אֵזְֵי
אָנֵוהּ מַלְקֶל הַאֵ

לְשָׁר לִפְּדָה

אָנָהּ מְרָאָעָה דְּעֵּט הֵַשָר פּוֹ

זָרַב מְיָה דְּוַר בּוּנַר

גּוֹדִי סֹפְרָוֹזְקָה אָאֵ נְאָּמִי הָאֵוֶר נְהָיָּדָא מִלְקֶל מְקָא

אַנְֵואְוֶהּ נָּאֵיוֹנְעֵנָה קֵַוּדָא

גּוֹדִי בָּרְיָאָטָן אָאֵ מַלְקֶל מְקָא אָאֵּיָוֵהּ מְזָאָה פּוֹלְֵלְעְטָה.
Don't Forget the Place—
Adler's Hardware & Paint Company
Lowest Price — Highest Quality
198 PRAIRIE AVENUE
Telephone DExter 8135

JOSEPH PAOLINO
City and Suburban Real Estate
MORTGAGES — INSURANCE
117 BROADWAY
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Compliments of
Modern Auto Top Company, Inc.
109 BROADWAY
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Compliments of
F. A. CROSSLEY

Compliments of
HARRY JACOBSON
Upholstering
502 Broad St. Dexter 3659 Providence

Compliments of
GLOBE DYE COMPANY

Compliments of
MR. and MRS. A. FOXMAN
TO OUR ADVERTISERS

who have so generously contributed to the success of the Journal
the committee expresses its deepest gratitude and appreciation

The readers are requested to peruse the advertising pages in order to acquaint themselves with the concerns advertising in this book
**PRUDENTIAL’S NEW POLICY—**

**Modified Life Policy**

**With Change of Rate at End of Three Years**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>First Three Years</th>
<th>Following Years</th>
<th>Dividend Appointed for 1930</th>
<th>Net Cost Fourth Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$5,000</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>$60.50</td>
<td>$71.20</td>
<td>$13.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$5,000</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>80.25</td>
<td>94.40</td>
<td>16.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$5,000</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>113.15</td>
<td>135.45</td>
<td>23.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$5,000</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>174.90</td>
<td>205.75</td>
<td>33.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Payable Quarterly, Semi-Annually or Annually)

*This policy calls for one increase in rate beginning with the fourth year; but dividends begin at that time and if current experience of the Company as to earnings continues, dividends should at least equal the increase.*

---

**Wholesalers Exclusively**

**NORTH SHORE DYE HOUSE INC.**

**Cleansers and Dyers**

164 BROADWAY
REVERE, MASS.

J. I. ROSENFIELD, General Manager

Our Best Wishes for a Successful Season